
CSA Balloons Now Offering Custom Photo
Balloons
With the highest print quality in the industry, CSA Balloons
continues to offer outstanding products at competitive
prices.

BOUCHERVILLE, QUEBEC, CANADA, November 28, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Custom Photo Balloons – The
Newest Trend in the Industry 

Nowadays, companies offering personalized products are
flourishing. Craving uniqueness and the “one of a kind”
factor, consumers have a true preference for whatever can
be customizable. This is also the case in the balloon printing
industry. Looking for more than just the ordinary plain
balloons or thematic greeting balloons, customers are
turning to specialized printing companies such as CSA
Balloons for original products. 

Choosing CSA Balloons for Flawless Print Quality 

CSA Balloons offers the highest print quality on the market. CSA’s exclusive printing machines were

We are overwhelmed at how
our customers have
embraced this new product.
We get so many different
requests! It’s impressive how
original some of the orders
are!”

Csaba Laviolette, CSA
Balloons President and

Founder

already equipped to print the largest imprint on balloons in the
industry. Now, their latest innovative technology allows them
to print a high-resolution image on nearly the totality of a 22-
inch Mylar balloon surface—and they will do it fast! With
endless color options and printing equipment that can
reproduce every detail, they will practically print any image on
a Mylar balloon—all crisp, clear, and absolutely perfect!

Do-It-Yourself Custom Balloons 

Photo Balloons are indeed DIY balloons. Essentially, clients
can send whatever image and message to CSA, they will print
it on 22-inch Mylar balloons and deliver them back quickly.
This means that it is now possible to create one-of-a-kind,

beautifully printed balloons for any occasion: from an important business event, to a private life
milestone celebration. “We are overwhelmed at how our customers have embraced this new product.
We get so many different requests! It’s impressive how original some of the orders are!” mentions
Csaba Laviolette, CSA Balloons President and Founder. 

Why Opt for Photo Balloons?

Photos balloons are the perfect solution for customers looking for a small quantity of outstanding
quality custom balloons. With CSA Balloons, photo balloons can be ordered individually, and they are

http://www.einpresswire.com
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https://csaballoons.com/custom-photo-balloons/


Get wonderful, personalized balloons in just a few steps!

interestingly affordable. For less than
forty dollars, something wonderfully
unique can be created. The folks at CSA
Balloons are also renown for their great
customer service and fast delivery
throughout Canada and the United
States. 

CSA Balloons Means Eco-Friendly,
Premium Products  

Like all their other products, CSA’s Photo
Balloons are made with premium quality
Mylar balloons. Their print quality is the
best in the business and they only print
on 100% recyclable Mylar balloons. This
means that these special balloons are
eco-friendly too. 

Once again, the folks at CSA Balloons
have proven their commitment to offering
high-quality products at an affordable
price. With this new service, they can
reach both private and business clients
looking to impress with perfectly printed
personalized balloons. 

About CSA Balloons: 

For more than fifteen years, CSA
Balloons has been a leader in custom
balloon printing. With offices in Canada
and the USA, they supply personalized
balloons to clients throughout North-
America. Their dedicated staff will help
any business, association, or party
planner create the perfect custom
balloons for any event. Renowned for
their impeccable print quality, fast delivery, and outstanding customer service, they are the top-choice
balloon printers for businesses big and small.

Csaba Laviolette
CSA Balloons
1-888-950-7878
email us here
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